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The role of the soil kg value in numerical analysis of shallow tunnels
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ABSTRACT: One of the main soil parameters with considerable influence on the tunnel behaviour during and
after excavation is the soil ko value. In this paper, three dimensional numerical analysis, simulating shallow soil
tunnel construction sequences like fiill-section excavation with delayed lining placement and slurry shield
ttmnelling, have been performed considering two different ko values and its results have been compared with those
of the common practice 2D plane strain analysis. The influence of the ko value on soil settlements and on lining
loads is shown, and' some conclusions are presented for the two-dimensional plane strain analysis.

l INTRODUCTION

The finite element method has been widely used for
the analysis of tunnel construction. But, due to the
complexity of three-dimensional numerical
calculations, two dimensional analysis, considering
plane strain situations, has been the most common.
The aim of this paper is to study the influence of the ko
value in 3D analysis, comparing it results with the
ones considering 2D simulations.

Two tunnel construction techniques were
considered: one simulating full-section excavation
with delayed lining placement and the other the use of
a slurry shield applying a constant pressure on the front
face and the erection of the lining leaving an annular
gap between the soil and that lining, filled with grout.
Both construction sequences were modelled using the
finite element method with stepped calculations and
both 2D and 3D analysis were performed.

In order to study the influence of the ko value on
those analysis two common values were considered for
this parameter: k0=0.5 and k0=l.O. It influence on the
defonnations of the soil, around the tunnel and at the
siuface, and the distributions of nonnal forces and
bending moments on the lining will be presented.

2 MODELLING THE TUNNEL CONSTRUCTION

SEQUENCES

2.1 Tunnel construction techniques

Two main tunnel construction techniques were
simulated: the first, named here as Case 1, dealing
with the excavation of a tunnel in full-section with

delayed lining placement; the second, named here as
Case 2, simulates slurry shield tunnelling.

For Case l the soil is removed in a 2m long section
and is left unsupported. In the following step of
analysis, and after the deformation of the surrounding
soil, the tunnel concrete lining, 0.3m thick, is placed
on that 2m section. The analysis of the construction
continues by repeating in sequence these two steps.

Modelling Case 2 requires a larger number of steps.
Considering that the tunnel construction is already on
its Way, an advancement starts with the excavation of
a 2m long section and the simultaneous replacement
by the shield and application of a unifonn pressure in
the front face. This shield is placed with a 0.1m gap
from the front face in order to alow the latter to
deform. At this stage, the shield exists along two
consecutive sections of 2m. On the second step, the
shield of the second section from the front is removed

and is replaced by the concrete lining, 0.3m thick, and
an annular void, with a 0.l5m opening, filled with a
very low stiffness material, simulating the grout.
Simultaneously, a vertical displacement is imposed to
the lining in order to close the void in it lower point.
As the void is created, uniform pressures are applied to
the soil and to the lining, simulating the pressure of the
grout. The section of the tunnel placed 4 to 6m from
the front face already has the grout and the lining
placed and is left that way, in order to consider that the
time necessary for the grout to reach a higher stiffness
is the one corresponding to a 4m advancement of the
front. Finally, in the section 6m to 8m from the front
the stiffness of the grout is increased and the radial
pressure is removed. This situation is considered the
final stage for one tunnel section.



2.2 Geometry and inaterial characteristics

A shallow circular trmnel, 6m in diameter, was chosen
for this study. The axis of the tunnel was placed at 9m
depth, that is, the tunnel was built with l diameter of
cover. This tunnel was excavated in a soil layer 33m
thick lying on a rigid stratum. All the calculations were
carried out considering linear elastic properties for the
soil, but varying linearly with depth: E=l5000+3500z
(kPa), z being the depth, leading to E=46.5MPa at the
tunel axis. The Poisson coeficient adopted was v=0_3.

The concrete lining was 0.3m thick and it Young
modulus was taken as 10GPa and 20GPa, respectively,
for Case l and Case 2. For the slurry shield tunnelling
construction sequence, the shield material behaviour
was considered linear elastic with the steel parameters
being used. For the grout, a very low stiffness 'was
adopted which led to some numerical problems during
the calculations due to the big difference in stiffness
between the grout (in the middle) and the soil and
lining (on both sides). These were overcome by
considering a higher stiffness, linearly varying around
the annular gap, just for the 2 bottom elements of that
annular void, and leaving the other elements with the
very low stiffness. This procedure, as will be shown
later, had a small influence on the results.

2.3 Type of analysis

This study was carried out using ABAQUS, a Finite
Element Method code capable of performing 2D and
3D analysis. For all the calculations, isoparametric
quadratic solid elements were used: 20 node elements
for 3D analysis and 8 node elements for 2D analysis.
Shell or beam elements were never used because the

program does not allow these elements to be removed
or added to the mesh during the calculations. Due to
the geometry of the case in study, with a vertical
symmetry plane existing along the tunnel axis, only
one half of the problem was modelled. The vertical
and horizontal dimensions of the meshes was 33m
(l.5D from surface to tunnel axis and 4D from tunnel
axis to bottom boundary) and 60m (l0D), respectively.

For a better comparison between both analysis (2D
and 3D), the same geometry and number of elements
was used to model each section. Therefore, the 3D
mesh was build as a sequence of vertical 2D sections
spaced 2m apart Hom the beginning of the tunnel until
the final plane of the hont face and then increasing its
distance as they got away from that front plane.

Due to computer limitations, the longitudinal
dimension ofthe mesh for the 3D calculations had to

be adjusted from Case l to Case 2. Therefor, in Case
1 the mesh extended 4.5 diameters from the front to
the excavation side and 4.5 diameters behind the front,
leading to a total of 2460 elements and 10950 nodes.
A general view of the mesh at the initial stage is shown
in Figure l. For Case 2, as it involves more complex

calculation and more elements it was only possible to
build a mesh extending 4 diameters from the face to
the excavation side and 4 diameters behind the front.
The total number of elements was 2757 associated to

10601 nodes. A view of this undeformed mesh during
calculation is shown in Figure 2, where is possible to
see the shield, the lining and the gap around it.

The 3D analysis were performed using stepped
calculations, removing and adding elements in each
step. For the 2D analysis of Case 2, a similar change of
the elements was followed. For Case l, a different
approach had to be used to simulate the decompression
of the soil prior to the placement of the lining. In this
case, a technique similar to the convergence
confinement method (Panet, 1995) was adopted.

3 ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS

3.1 Case 1 - Full-section excavation and delayed
lining placement

In order to compare the results of the 3D analysis with
the ones of the 2D analysis, performed using, as
referred previously, the convergence-confinement
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Figure l. Case l. 3D FEM mesh.

Figure 2. Case 2. 3D FEM mesh.
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method (Panet, 1995), it was necessary to run some
calculations of the latter in order to obtain results for

several decompression levels (X) of the surrounding
soil prior to the placement of the lining. In this case,
)t=20%, ll=30% and )t= 40% have been considered.

3.1.1 Settlements and convergences

The results obtained for the final settlements on the
crown, floor and ground surface (above the tunnel
axis) and the final convergences at the sidewall are
shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively, for the situation
associated with k0=0.5 and l<0=l.0, where the results
for the 3D case represent one section far away from the
front. ln Figure 3 and 4, respectively, the transversal
and longitudinal variation of those settlements and
convergences for the 3D case are presented.

From the analysis of Tables 1 and 2 it is possible to
conclude that for the k0=0.5 case, the results of the 2D
analysis considering 7t=30% match very closely the
ones of the 3D analysis. The biggest difference is at
the settlement of the ground surface which is more
close to the results associated to a ).=40%.

For the k0=1.0 case, results for l=3 0% only match
closely the 3D ones for the crown and sidewall; 3D
floor and ground surface settlements are associated to
2D-7t=20% and 2D-/l=40% settlements respectively.

Comparing k0=0.5 case results with the ones from
k0=1.0 case shows, as expected, a reduction of

Table 1. Case 1, k0=0.5 _ Settlements and convergences
(mm).

Type of analysis 3D 2D
X (%) - 20 30 40
Crown 7.1 4.7 7.0 9.3
Sidewall -1.3 -1.6 -0.9 -0.3
Floor -8.7 -8.2 -8.7 -9.3
Ground surface 4.7 1.9 3.4 4.9

Table 2. Case 1, k0=1.0. Settlements and convergences
(mm).

Type of analysis 3D 2D
1 (%) - 20 30 40
Crown 2.8 0.0 2.4 4.8
Sidewall 4.4 3.5 4.7 6.0
Floor -5.3 -5.5 -6.1 -6.7
Ground surface 1.4 -1.2 0.2 1.6
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Figure 3. Case 1. Surface settlements.

settlements with the increase of ko value. For the
convergences at the sidewall, negative values are
obtained for the first one and positive values for the
second one.

3.1.2 Lining loads

For the 2D and 3D analysis, the final normal force
along the lining and bending moment were calculated
and are presented in Figures 5 and 6 varying with the
angle from the floor (-90°) to the crown (90°).

As can be seen, the normal force increases, in
general, with the increase of the ko value, but having
almost the same value at the sidewall. Similar
conclusion has been reached by Guilloux et al.( 1998).

For the k0=0.5 case, the l=30% previously refered
seems to overestimate the value of the normal force
along the lining. In fact the closest results from the 2D
analysis to the 3D ones are obtain for A=40%, and
even for this case, the normal force seems to be
overestimated at the floor.

For the k0=l.0 case, the relation between 2D and
3D results are very similar to the one of the k0=0.5
case. In fact, here it is also the )t=40% situation that
best matches the 3D case, but also overestimating the
normal force at the floor.

In what concerns the bending moments 2D
calculations gives very similar results for the three
values of lt tested, for both ko values. Comparing these
values with the ones from 3D calculations it can be
concluded that the 2D analysis, in comparison to 3D
analysis, slightly overestimate bending moments at the
crown and floor and give similar results at the
sidewall, for the k0=0.5 case, and gives similar results
for the crown and floor and slightly underestimates for
the sidewall for the k0=1.0 case.

4`

3.1.3 Horizontal stresses around the tunnel

In order to give an idea of the horizontal stresses
around the tunnel after it construction, it is presented
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Figure 5. Case 1. Normal forces in the lining.
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Figure 6. Case l. Bending moments in the lining.

in Figure 7 the variation of k*, defined as: k*=0h/YZ;
where oh is the horizontal stress, y is the soil volumic
weigth and z the depth, at points placed 0.75D from

the axis of the tunnel.

For both situations (k0=0.5 and 1.0) the best match
between 3D and 2D calculations is obtain for )L=40%,
although there is no big diference between the results
for the three values of X considered.

This figure also shows the big change on the
pattem of the horizontal stresses that occurs at the
sidewall level when ko value increases from 0.5 to 1.0.

3.2 Case 2 - Slurry shield tunnelling

The second construction technique considered was the
use of a slurry shield. In this case a tmiform pressure of
l00kPa was applied to the front face and a uniforms
pressure of 5OkPa was applied to the grout at the
amiular gap. The first value, as also observed by
Swoboda et al. (1995), does not have great influence
on the final settlements of the tunnel but allows the
control of displacements in front of the shield. The
application of this pressure will not be taken into
account in the 2D analysis but it results should not be
significantly affected by that. The grouting pressure
was chosen in order to control surface settlements.90  = "_ ___. . .___._ _ _ ,I _ _ _ .. _ _75 . _ , ___ _ l§ 60 _ ig* _O . _ --.._.._ 4.1; ..... . .5 45 i -rf’ »
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Figure 7. Case l. k* at 0.75D from tunnel axis.
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3.2.1 Settlements ana' convergences

The settlements, for the ground surface, crown and
floor, and the convergence for the sidewall observed in
the 2D and 3D analysis are presented in Table 3. For
the 3D case, longitudinal evolution of these values for
k0=O.5 is presented in Figure 8, and surface settlements
for 2D and 3D cases are shown in Figure 9.

These results show very good agreement between
2D and 3D analysis, both for k0=O.5 and k0=l.0. The
big settlements observed at the crown and floor are due
to the vertical displacement of the lining in the annular
gap while it was filled with the low stiffness grout.

In Figure 8 it is possible to see some settlements at
the crown and ground surface ahead of the front face
meaning that the front pressure could be higher in
order to better control those settlements.

In general, results show that there is a reduction of
settlements and convergences as ko value increases

3.2.2 Lining loads

Final normal forces and bending moments in the lining
are presented in Figures 10 and 11. The discontinuities
that can be observed in the normal force and in the
bending moment diagrams for an angle close to -70°
are due to a higher stiffness considered for the grout
close to the tunnel floor in order to overcome some
numerical problems, as it was already mentioned.

Looking at Figure 10, although there is a similar
evolution along the lining for 2D and 3D analysis, the
normal force results are considerably different, with

Table 3. Case 2. Settlements and convergences (mm).ko 0.5 1.0
Type of analysis 3D 2D 3D 2D
Crown 148.1 149.1 146.6 146.8
Sidewall -2.5 -2.5 -0.8 -0.5
Floor 142.3 143.7 144.2 145.2
Ground surface 0.9 0.3 -1.3 -2.4
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Figure 9. Case 2. Surface settlements.

the 2D case overestimating their values by up to 50%.
This is observed for both ko values. As it was shown
for Case 1, here there is also an increase of the lining
loads at the crown and floor and a small decrease at the

sidewall as ko increases.
Much better agreement between 2D and 3D results

are observed for the bending moments. lt should be
noticed that the lowest value is obtain for the sidewall

in the k0=O.5 case and half way from the sidewall to
the floor for the k0=l.0 case. This is probably due to
the higher stifliiess grout considered close to the tunnel
floor, that seems to have little effect for low ko values
but has certainly some influence for high ko values.

3.2.3 Horizontal stresses around the tunnel

The evolution of k* parameter for points in the soil
around the tunnel placed 0.75D from the tunnel axis is
presented in Figure 12. This diagram shows a very
similar pattem to the one of Case 1. Very good
agreement between 2D and 3D calculations is
observed, apart from the area over the crown. ln this
area there is; an underestimation of the horizontal
stresses in the 2D analysis, compared to the 3D ones,
for both values of the ko considered.
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Figure 10. Case 2. Normal forces in the lining.
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Figure ll. Case 2. Bending moments in the lining.

4 CONCLUSIONS

Three dimensional analysis has been performed on a
shallow tunnel simulating two different tunneling
construction techniques: full-section excavation with
delayed lining placement (Casel) and slurry shield
tunneling construction (Case2). For both cases the
influence of the soil ko value has been observed on
final settlements, convergences and lining loads.

Common two dimensional plane strain analysis has
also been performed in order to simulate the same
construction techniques. For Case 1, and for the kO=O_5
case, the 2D plane strain convergence-confinement
procedure seems adequate for settlement and
convergence control, in comparison to the 3D results,
even for a shallow tunnel. With the increase of ko the
results do not match so welland it seems that a better

agreement between those results would be obtain by
increasing the value of K from the floor to the crown
of the tunnel. For both ko values, 2D analysis seem to

Figure 12. Case 2. k* at O.75D from tunnel axis.

overpredict nomial forces in the lining but giving
relatively good results for bending moments.

For Case 2, there seems to be an important three
dimensional effect, mainly for normal forces in the
lining and ground surface settlements, difficult to
reproduce in simple 2D plain strain analysis. For lining
settlements and convergences and for bending
moments there seems to exist a much better agreement
between 2D and 3D analysis.
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